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Since our founding, QSC has focused on staying close to our customers. This bedrock principle has been the foundation of our success and the consistent 

thread that runs through millions of people, hundreds of products, and scores of industry firsts. It pushed us to evolve from an early pioneer in power amplifiers 

to become a world leader in delivering sophisticated digital audio, video and control platforms for a diverse range of users and applications worldwide.  

Born out of a bold culture of risk-taking and challenging the status-quo, QSC is an intense learning organization devoted to excellence. 

Our commitment to our customers, our partners and our employees: to continue to provide opportunities for growth and prosperity, while enabling impactful 

experiences through the application of our innovative technology solutions.



QSC thrives where innovative technology and compelling audio-visual experiences intersect. For over 50 years, QSC has pioneered the 

technology and solutions that enable immersive cinema, live performance audio, themed entertainment, digital collaboration and meeting experiences for our 

customers and partners around the world. A globally recognized innovator in the design, engineering, and manufacture of category leading high-performance 

loudspeakers, digital mixers, power amplifiers, audio processors, digital cinema solutions, and the Q-SYS™ software-based audio, video and control 

Ecosystem. 

Live Sound.  
• Concert, Production and Portable Power Amplifiers 

• Powered and Passive Loudspeakers, Monitors, Line Array Loudspeakers, Subwoofers

• TouchMix™ Series Digital Mixers 

Systems.  
• Q-SYS™ Audio, Video and Control Ecosystem

• Q-SYS Peripherals (Touch Screens, Conference Cameras and AV end points)

• Software licensing (for remote monitoring, Control)

• Commercial Power Amplifiers (Networked and Analog)

• Installation Loudspeakers (Surface-mount, Ceiling-mount, Columnar Pendant, SUB/SAT)

• Premium Business Music Solutions

Cinema.  
• Digital Audio Processors, Monitors, Crossovers

• Multi-Channel Power Amplifiers

• Digital Cinema Loudspeakers and Immersive Sound Solutions

• Q-SYS™ Integrated Audio, Video and Control Ecosystem for Cinema Applications

• Cinema Media Servers

• Test & Measurement

qsc solutions 



1968 1977 1978

Quilter Sound Things starts in small 
industrial building in Costa Mesa, CA

QSC markets its first products outside the 
local area by attending the NAMM Show

QSC receives its first patent for  
AC-coupled circuit technology

We have always shared the values of our customers. Our willingness to listen and to understand their needs has guided the continuous reinvention of our  

solutions and our company. Our customers’ need to manage their inventories drove us to build our state-of-the-art factory in Southern California, providing  

build-to-order flexibility. The most popular powered loudspeaker in history, the K Series, was created by a team that made customer experience the top priority 

in product development, while our end-to-end Cinema solutions make QSC an easy one-stop decision for theatre chains around the world. And our customers’ 

desire to speak to a “real” person means that when we’re open for business, their call will always be answered by a human – not a recording. 

walking in our customers’ footsteps



1979 1981 1983

QSC breaks $1 million in annual sales OEM manufacturer of amplifiers for Dolby® 
Labs heralds QSC entry into Cinema

Series One introduced, representing  
the company’s first true value-oriented 
amplifier series for professional use

Today, QSC is at the forefront of a major shift in how businesses will integrate audio video and control (AV&C) into their IT environments. The Q-SYS™  

Ecosystem was conceived from the start to unify the AV&C and IT worlds into one seamless user-friendly experience, all as a result of understanding the 

needs of both the end users, as well as, the individuals and teams responsible for choosing and deploying the right solution. We’re customers too, and we 

know that  
listening to customers will never go out of style. It’s not a magical formula – just good business.  



own
the night

solutions for unforgettable experiences



QSC provides first QSC-branded products 
to the Cinema market 

Release of EX Series Amplifiers, the   
introduction of “open architecture”  
amp design

Debut of QSControl, the company’s first 
software platform for network audio

1985 1991 1992

innovative solutions for professionals
Every innovation we’ve introduced over the prior decades has pushed the state-of-the-art forward. The ultimate goal is always to empower our customers’ 

ability to deliver impactful experiences for their audiences, employees, guests and patrons. Whether powering a live musical performance, a crucial remote 

conference call, or the latest immersive cinema sound experience, we innovate the system platforms and solutions that make the entire communication 

experience more intuitive and inspiring.  



Company’s new 55,000 square foot  
headquarters provides quality  
manufacturing of over 500 units per day  

QSC Develops DataPortTM, providing control 
and telemetry to QSC amplifiers

PowerLightTM Series amplifiers usher in a new 
era of lightweight amplifier technology

1993 19951994

live sound. QSC Live Sound products inspire great performances. They set up quickly, sound great, look and feel  

professional, are easy to use and are road-proven—confidently reliable year after year. Our products and systems are also designed to be flexible and interchangeable  

in a myriad of configurations, allowing you to flex, grow and above all, deliver high-quality, unforgettable experiences for your audiences.

live sound. systems. cinema.



QSC becomes the world’s first  
licensee of CobraNet®

1996 2000

Ground is broken for a new 81,000 square 
foot state-of-the-art facility, adjacent to 
existing headquarters. 

Debut of RMX Series Amplifiers, first joint 
venture into contract manufacturing 

1998

systems. QSC is a globally recognized manufacturer of audio, video and control solutions for huddle rooms to stadiums—

and everything in between. Our systems make it easy for your team to design and integrate flexible, scalable solutions and deliver the native IT integration 

and standards-based technology your customers expect.



Debut of ACE Series loudspeakers QSC introduces DCS loudspeakers,  
entering Cinema loudspeaker market

QSC releases ModularDesignTM  
Series loudspeakers for installed sound

2001 2003 2003

cinema. QSC offers the cinema industry’s most comprehensive catalog of solutions including signal processing, power amplifiers, 

loudspeakers, accessibility solutions, media servers, and test & measurement equipment. Supported by a team of knowledgeable and highly experienced 

cinema professionals, QSC Cinema provides optimized system solutions for rooms of any size, sound format and budget.



QSC receives its first patent for  

AC-coupled circuit technology

difference
the QSC

solutions for unforgettable movie-going experiences



As a growth company, QSC is committed to expanding as both a technology platform leader and a customer experience leader in the markets we serve. 

Across the organization, we’re committed to investments to fuel global growth in areas such as technology, infrastructure, marketing, and our 

most important asset – our people. And we’re continuing to innovate new standards for delivering sophisticated digital audio, video and control solutions that 

elevate customer experiences, add more value for our partners and create new opportunities for our employees. In this world, everybody wins.

moving forward to the future

Peak Audio’s R&D team joins QSC, setting 
the concept of Q-SYS™ in motion  

QSC launches Q-SYSTM integrated audio, 
video & control platform 

QSC introduces K Series powered loudspeakers, 
establishing the “New Standard” for the industry

2006 2009 2009



   

Technologies will change, but our enduring commitment to be a trusted provider of platforms, solutions and systems that set new industry standards remains 

a constant passion. As we work closely with the thousands of QSC service professionals, dealers and affiliates in 100+ countries around the globe, we will 

continue to invest in infrastructure and expertise to serve customers where they live and work. 

service, transparency and collaboration

QSC opens its first subsidiary:  
QSC Asia, in Hong Kong

2010 2014

QSC wins the first of seven “Top Work 
Places” in Orange County awards

QSC enters digital mixer market with the 
introduction of the TouchMix™ Series

2010



Collaborate. Innovate. Thrive. Grow.



QSC launches Q-SYSTM Conference Room 
Solution, including Core 110f processor

QSC establishes office in Bangalore, India QSC opens new manufacturing facility in 
Tecate, Mexico

20152015 2016

From the beginning, QSC has always been an organization where engaging our employees has been at the heart of creating a positive work environment.  

Our unique culture is centered upon open communication and collaboration in a relaxed, yet highly-focused and determined atmosphere. With dedication to 

our core values of quality, integrity, service, commitment, teamwork and work hard/play hard, it’s no surprise we’ve been consistently voted a 

Best Place to Work by our employees. Our company thrives and grows by making sure our people grow along with the business and opportunities for  

personal and professional development abound.

voted best place to work by our employees



global locations

2016 2017 2018

QSC purchases USL (UltraStereo Labs), 
the company’s first acquisition

QSC deploys Q-SYSTM real-time operating 
system on standard server hardware and 
expands presence in EMEA

QSC launches CP Series 

QSC Offices

Costa Mesa, CA

San Luis Obispo, CA

Boulder, CO

Fort Wayne, IN

London, United Kingdom

Sinsheim, Germany

Bangalore, India

Hong Kong

Geldermalsen, The Netherlands

Wattens, Austria



conferencing
AV solutions for reliable meetings 

simplified





• Over 600 employees at QSC offices around the globe

• 1000s of channel partners and service affiliates worldwide

• Comprehensive sales, distribution and support partner network in over 100 countries

• QSC offices in North America, Europe and Asia 

• Worldwide multi-language training and customer support 

Uniquely leveraging a broad range of technologies under one roof, QSC products and systems outperform the sum of their parts by delivering reliable, scalable 

and flexible solutions for professional installed, portable, production, corporate and cinema customers worldwide.

qsc at a glance

2019 2020 2020

QSC acquires Attero Tech QSC launches Reflect Enterprise Manager QSC receives Technology and  
Engineering Emmy® Award



www.qsc.com
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